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Government and business impersonation schemes cheat American consumers and small
businesses out of billions of dollars every year. These scammers often pretend to be working for
government institutions—like the Social Security Administration, the IRS, or law enforcement—
and tell targets that if they don’t hand over money or submit sensitive personal information, they
could lose a government benefit, face a tax liability—or even be arrested. Sometimes these
fraudsters pull off these schemes instead by pretending to be working for a well-known brand or
company.
Both our enforcement work and consumer data suggest that government and business
impersonation scams appear highly prevalent and increasingly harmful. These scams have been
the top category of fraud reports and the largest source of total reported consumer financial
losses for several years.1 Impersonation fraud in general has skyrocketed during the pandemic—
with impersonation fraudsters scamming Americans out of around $2 billion between October of
last year and September of this year, an 85% increase year-over-year.2 Government and business
impersonators have shamelessly capitalized on the health, safety, and financial worries catalyzed
by the COVID-19 crisis—not only tricking Americans into handing over their money or
sensitive personal information, but also impeding access to needed goods, services, and benefits.
While these scams affect consumers from all walks of life, our data show that scammers often
specifically target the most vulnerable, including senior citizens, communities of color, and small
businesses.3
The FTC routinely prosecutes these scams and has returned millions of dollars to
defrauded consumers. In the last fiscal year alone, FTC’s law enforcement work delivered more
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than $403 million back to consumers.4 However, the recent Supreme Court decision in AMG
Capital Management, LLC v. FTC has significantly curbed our ability to recover money for the
victims of these schemes.5
To ensure that we can continue to protect Americans from these fraudsters, our staff has
recommended that we initiate a rulemaking proceeding to codify a prohibition on impersonator
fraud. I strongly support the issuance of this Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking. It is
critical that our 13(b) authority be restored. It is also incumbent on the Commission to use the
full range of tools that Congress has given us to ensure that Americans are protected from these
fraudsters.
A rulemaking in this area could likely have a market-wide impact and serve as a deterrent
for bad actors, given that a rule here would subject first-time violators to civil penalties.6 It
could also enable the Commission to obtain redress for the people who lose money to these
impersonation scams. This effort is particularly critical post-AMG and would represent one of the
most significant anti-fraud initiatives at the agency in decades.
I urge my colleagues to support this ANPR and broader efforts to use our full authority to
protect Americans from government and business impersonation scams. I will look forward to
public comments and engagement during our rulemaking proceeding to inform this effort.
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